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About This Content

Capturing the details and bustle of a busy modern city is both challenging and time-consuming. Wouldn't you want a quick and
easy shortcut to make modern mapping easier? Fantasy Buildings: Modern is just the pack for you!

Created by Celianna, this large and versatile pack contains over 45 buildings, in addition to several ground auto-tiles and
detailed objects. Many of the buildings include several variations, allowing you to build realistic modern city environments. This

pack was formatted to be used in RPG Maker VX-Ace editor or with parallax mapping, ensuring that everyone can use it - no
matter how you prefer to map.

This pack contains:

A variety of modern homes, including houses, apartment buildings, duplexes and high rises.

Specialized buildings such as restaurants, hospitals, office buildings, automotive garages, retail stores and more.

Easy to use materials -- already formatted into tile sheets for you!

Material that matches the RTP, as well as the large variety of Celianna's resources.
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Title: RPG Maker VX Ace - Fantastic Buildings: Modern
Genre: Design & Illustration, Web Publishing
Developer:
Celianna
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 20 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7 (32-bit/64-bit)

Processor:Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Memory:512 MB RAM

Graphics:1024 x 768 pixels or higher desktop resolution

Hard Drive:400 MB HD space

English,French,German,Italian,Japanese
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rpg maker vx ace - fantastic buildings modern

Such a good game with great potential. I hope the game attracts enough players so it can improve over time. The mechanics
aren't perfect but the gameplay is super enjoyable and worths a shot!. fine cheap dlc. 4 new maps. and lift bags. Neat little game,
unfortunately I could only play it for 20min before I got sick and had to play something else. I still recommend this game
because of its graphics and the scares I believe it can give me and my visitors.

. Utterly spellbinding and totally origional. I cannot say enough good things about it.. A very nice airport to add to your sim. Its
very realistic and looks great any time of day.. Well all i can say is that this is a MUST HAVE DLC!
with Performance DLC you have:
Engine Swaps
Tire Swaps
Dyno
A New Shop
and 3 New Cars
with that DLC the game will be more fun!. A twin-stick vertical shooter-- what a novel idea! Unfortunately it is wasted on the
most boring, repetitive arcade game ever made.

While I like the intuitive concept of non-linear mission selection, equipment stores and resource trading, any pilot worth his salt
will have enough to purchase the best ship, and the best equipment, after just a few missions, rendering the entire in-game
economy completely worthless. Once you buy the best shield, you never lose it-- even if it is fried during battle it will be back
again for your next flight.

The game's array of drones, bombs and missiles are totally superfluous, except to hasten the destruction of enemy waves, since
nearly everything is destructible in seconds with the standard blaster. If you destroy enemies too quickly, you effectively throw
off the game's scripting and have to twiddle your thumbs for upwards of a MINUTE until the mission catches up and starts
throwing enemies at you again. GOD.

Speaking of missions, there are 40 story-based "levels" in all, but they are all the same. You just battle the same dozen enemies
in the same dozen attack patterns against the same boring starscape backdrop over, and over, and over, and over again, with the
occasional invincible boss encounter, until you "beat" the game. The story is boring and involves nothing more than political
espionage; the true motives of the titular Zotrix that you mass-murder throughout is never extrapolated upon. it never rises
above title-card after title-card of he did this, she said that, go here, now go there. Nothing INTERESTING happens.

This game took me 30 hours to beat over three months because I could only handle one or two missions at a time before
succumbing to sheer bordom. Half of that time was spent completing more tedious "side" missions to access story-oriented
routes. The game justifies these detours through your accrument of resources, which, as I already mentioned, are useless after
the first half hour. There is little challenge to combat once you learn to master "diving" to avoid collisions. Every level trickle-
feeds you the same two weapon-upgrades, and nothing else.

I hate to rag on Zotrix because it is technically sound and feels like the outline of a much better game... unfortunately, it is not
that game nor will it ever be.. Good graphics, interesting mix of older games with new ideas, good potential but still a lot to do,
patches come out swiftly and often so I'm gonna keep an eye on this.
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This appears to be an Early Access game, despite the lack of such a label at this time.

The game looks promising, but sorely needs a manual, a tutorial, and better English translation.. Very good graphics and relaxing
game !
Well done friend :D

Good Job developers. The Best <3. Great game. Great music. Great art.. This is pretty awesome.

At least in the tutorial you feel incredibly powerful; it slacks off a little bit but the game is awesome.

I'll extend my review after I've played more, but so far so good; really enjoying this.

There have been lots of 'omg too cool' moments.. Hold off!!

So, if you have an OP PC, you're not going to like the fact that the game is locked to 30 or 60fps depending on your hardware.
That's first off.

Second is since I've been playing, I've seen preformance dips lower than any other port I've ever touched. It's genuinely
concerning that I'm seeing single digit frames while running on an RTX 2080Ti. There's also a focus issue that takes the game
out of full screen and freezes the game. Which it doesn't freeze the game, just the display. So you can still get hit without being
able to defend yourself. Unsure what causes this.

Third is that you have to manually beat the prolouge in order to change any options, including controls and graphics. Hope you
like K to jump while using WASD to move and mouse to attack and camera controls for it! You're stuck with that control set
until you beat that level. Not to mention that the game defaults to 720p@60fps in Windowed mode. Quite annoying if you ask
me.

Don't get me wrong, I love the Senran Series! I just had too much ambition for this game and bought it at launch.

Do yourself a favor, everyone. Hold off until they patch most of this stuff and fix some kinks here and there. Marvelous has
some great stuff here, but it's not ready for the prime time.

At most, buy this on sale.

I'll edit my review as the patches roll in.. Usually when it comes to movie tie-in games they are terrible or horrible but when it
comes to the lego games they never disapoint except maybe The Lego Movie but that is a story for another day. I remember
playing this all the time on the PSP but now I have it on PC and how do I feel about it? It is hard to answer that question due to
nostalgia but I will try my best. So this game is fun even though it is intended for kids. The best thing for me is that it is about
the original three movies and not the fourth one. But this was when the characters didn't speak words but spoke in giberish. This
game has some cool mechanics to it and alot of charcters and colectables to find so I would say this game is worth a buy. But I
almost forgot to mention if slapstick humor isn't your cup of tea than I would take off a point. 9/10. Don't waste the space on
your computer, nobody plays anymore.
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